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ABSTRACT

Scales of Atlantic menhaden, BI'e.I'ooI'Ua, fyrunmt.8,· are described and results
of det;liled examination summarized fOl' the purpose of determining whether
.?ertaill recognizahle rings are reliable age marks. Based on the occurrence of
one or more dominant 1lIodes in monthly frequency distributions of scale meas
urements of two separate ring dasses, it was shown that (1) the modes repre
senting each ring remained homologous. (2.l an increase in the numbei' of rings
was accompanied b~' an increase in the length of the scales. (3) the distance
between modes representing the last submarginal ring amI the edge of the scale
decreased with the addition of each new ring, (4) new scale gl'owth was great
est during the warm months of the ~'ear, reaching a maximum in the fall, and
(5) scale rings are fOl'med only once each year and thus are reliable age marks,
Differences wel'e observed in the gl'owth of scales from fish assigned to two
different ring dllsses, and new scale growth was found to be greatest in south
ern ('oastal waters and in ~'olmger fish. Examination of scales from fish con
fined over a H-month pel'iod showed that only one ring had formed, thus veri
f~'ing the validity of the scale lllethod,
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DETERMINING AGE OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN FROM THEIR SCALES

By FRED C. JUNE and CHARLES M. ROITHMAYR, Fishery Research Biologists

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Knowledge of the age, of Atlantic. menhnden,
BJ'e'l'ool't;a fym,nJl:Il8 (LuJrobe), is useful in solv
ing busic life-history problems of the species and
is esscnti:\l to an understanding of the popula
tion dynumics of the fishery. It would be diffi
cult, indeed, to determine the number and size
of year elasses in the fishable stock and to COIU

put~ such vit:\l st:\tistics as growth rate 0'1' fish
ing and mortality rates without a knowledge of
age. In the study of these matters, being con
ducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
it is of 'paramount importance, therefore, that
some reliable method of assessing the age of
individual fish be established.

Rush (lV52) examined the scull'S of 34 Atlan
tic menhn.den collected at Beaufort, N. C., and
calculated the lengths of the fish at the time of
nnnulus formation from scale, measurements. He
concluded that the observed annulus groups,
when plotted ag:iinst fork length, produced a
normal O'rowth curve. 'Vestman amI Nigrellio
(HIM) identified the ages of specimens collected
in northern New .Jersey and southern Long
Island ",Mel'S from scales, but did not, establish
the vnlidity of the readings. McHugh, Oglesby,
nnd Pucheeo (HI59) demonstrated that annuli
in young menhaden are formed in spring and
found close correspondence in ages determined
from length-frequency distributions nnd from
scales. These efforts represent the only previous
records of attempts to assess the age of this
species from scales. It is the primary purpose
of this paper to examine these structures in some
detail to determine whether certain recognizable
rings are relinble age marks.

The material on which this report was based
wns collected by many tempornry field assistants
employed by the Menhaden Investigntions. Drs.
J. Lnwrence McHugh and George A. Rounsefell
critically rend the mnnuscript.

NOTE.-Appro\"ed for publication, l\fny 21, 1959. Fisher~' Bul
letin 171.

COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF SCALE
SAMPLES

The bulk of the scales for study was obtnined
from samples of purse-seine l:\ndings nt vnrious
ports along the middle Atlantic coast of the
United States from 195~ through 1956. Data
for 1959 and 1953 came from weekly or semi
weekly snmples of the catches landed at Lewes,
Del., ~\nd Wildwood, N. J. In 1954, additional
samples were obtnined daily at Amagansett,
N. Y., commencing in August, and periodically
throughout the senson nt Port Monmouth, N.•J.
In 1955, snmples for the most part were collected
l:'ach day thnt purse-seine lnndings were made nt
Portland, Maine; Gloucester, Mass.; Amagnn
sett, N. Y.; Port Monmouth, N.•r.; Lewes, Del.;
Reedville, V:\.; Benufort and Southport, N. C.:
Yonges Island, S. C.; and Fernandina Beach,
FI~. However, only a part of this great mass of
datn wns used in the study. Scale collections
nlso were obtained outside the regular purse
seine fishing senson from pound-, fyke-, and
(Fill-net fisheries operating along the middle At
1'\ntic const and in Chesnpeake Bay. Additional
material included periodic collections of scales
from young-of-the-year fish inhabiting estuarine
nursery O'rolmds in Indian RiYel', Delaware.,. !='

Scales also were taken from fish reared over a
period of 14 months in outdoor ponds at Beau
fort, N. C. Results of readings of 1:3,510 scale
samples are reported in this study.

The procedure used in sampling the purse
seine, pound-, fyke-, and gill-net fisheries in
volved taking random samples, each of 100 fish,
from a single day's catch. The fork lengths of
the fish in ench sample were measured on a
hoard ha,;ing n nose block at one end and a
millimeter scale inlaid along the, center. Scale
samples were taken from every fifth fish. Those
fish from which seales were taken were weighed
and the sex and stage of sexual maturity noted.
Approximately 25 senJes were removed fr0111 the
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middle of the left, side below the inse.rtion of
t.he dorsal fin (see p. 325). If scales were missing
from this region, they were taken from the same
location on the right side of the body; or if
scales were missing from both sides, another fish
of the same haH-centimeter size class was sub
st.ituted. Individual seale samples were placed
temporarily in a 2-dram vial containing water
and three or four drops of g-percent phenol.

Seales were cleaned of integument and chro
matophores by rubbing between the fingers and
were mounted dry between two g]rtSS slides held
together at the ends with cellulose tape. Usually
six scales were mounted from each fish. Each

scale sample was identified by a serial number,
the only informal"ioll plnced on t.he slide. A few
of the scale samples were placed in scale books
at the time of collection and subsequently soaked
and cleaned prior to mounting.

An Eberbach projector was used for viewing
the scales at a ll11\gllification of 40 X. All scales
were read by the authors, each reading the
samples independently. One scale from each
sample was selected for measurement. The scale
chosen was free from defects and represented
the most symmetrical scale in the sample. The
distances from the proximltte center of the base
of the sculptured field (overlay fig. 1) to each

=...
=

FIGURE I.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with five rings. AF, ante-rior field: PF. poste-rior field: LF. lateral field: SM:,
seale margin: G. groove; P. peetinations; R. ridges. Arabic' nUlllerals indiC'ate age rings.
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CORRECTION

Tn figme 1, 011 pa.ge 3~4, the tntcing t,hn.t. identifies the parts of the scale
wns pl'illl.ed din'et.]y upon t.he pic.t.me illst.ea.d 01' 011 U. sepnmte [,issue overlay.
Please illsel't. t.his cOITeet.ly pl'inted pict.ure with its tissue overlay 011 page 3~4.

FIGURE J.-Scale of At.lantic menhaden with fiv!.' rings. See overlay for identification of parts.
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:FIGUR~; I-Overlay. AF, anterior field; PF, posterior field; LF, lateral field; SM, scale margin; G, groove;
P, pectinations; R, ridges. Arabic numerals indicate age rings.
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ring and to the margin of the scale were meas
ured to the nearest millimeter. Measurements
were nmrked on a Keysort card huving a ruled
metric sca.]e along one edge. The independent
age readings and measurements were compared
and differences either reconciled or the settle
samples of questionable age disearded.

DESCRIPTION OF SCALES

Scale struetnre in the genus !h·e'voortla. incH
eates a specialization in de\'elopment, divergent
from that of most other membe-rs of the herring
family. The posterior margin of the senle in
young fish is serrnte, in adults pectinate, and
nearly vertical, whereas in most herrings the
posterior margins a.re· smooth and rO,unded.

In general, scales of Atlantic menhaden are
adherent, translueent, and rather thin. The ex
posed, posterior field is grnnular and mueh
deeper than long. Basal portions of the serm
tions or pectinations are elearly evident in this
field and constitute an argument for the con
tinual growth of the scale. The imbedded,
nnterior .field is sculptured with ridges which
run more or less parnllel to the llnterior margin
of the seale. Usually one or lIiore grooves cross
the anterior field neal' and parallel to its base.
In older fish, radial fissures frequently transect
the anterior margin of the scale. A small, clear,
somewhat semicircular area occurs at the proxi
mate center of the base of the anterior field
(fig. 1) ..

To determine whether differences. existed
among seales from va-rious regions of the body,
seale patterns of 15 fish of varying size were
examined in detail. Results showed that the
largest and most symmetrieal scales oeeurred in
a median, laternl band between the tip of the.
flexed pedornl fin and the insertion of the dorsal
fin. Furthermore, rings on the scales froll1 this
region were most clearly marked. Accordingly,
all seale samples were taken from this area of
the body.

EARLY SCALE GROWTH

. Atlnntic menhaden scales begin as cyeloid
seales (fig. 2). Examination of stained larval
and postlarval specimens eollected in the vieinity
of Beaufort, N. C., and in Indian River, De.]~
ware, during the winter and spring months of
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FWURF. ~.-Photomiel'ogl'llph of II scale from a post
larval Atlantic menhaden,

11)55 and 1f156 intlieated that. seale formation
commenced at. body lengths between 24 and 30
millimeters. Detailed study of the developmen
ttll stages of larvae captured in .January 1955,
and reared through metlllllorphosis in ponds at
the U,S. Fishery Laboratory at Beaufort, sub
stantiated these findings.

Seales were first obsened in the region of the
calidaI pedunele and along a median, lateral line
on the body. Later they appeared near the base
of the peetond fins and along the posterior mar
gin of the opercle. Appearance of the scales
marks the first apparent feature of metamor
phosis from ]nrva to juvenile. In all specimens
examined, the seales were fully formed at' body
lengths between 30 and 43 millimeters.

Growth of the scales prior to ring formation
waS determilled from young-of-the-y~ar fish ob
tn.ined during the late spring and summer of
1956 in Indian River, Delaware. :Measurements
of their seale lengths are shown as percentage
frequenc.y distributions in figure 3. The first.
individuals from which scales eould be secured
were taken on May 22. The mode of the scale
lengths of this group was 13 millimeters (at a
magnification of 40 X), Growth of' the seales
was t.raeed until mid-September, when the mode
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DEFINITION OF AN AGE RING

FIGURE 5.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with one ring.

FIGURE 4.-Scale of Atlautic menhaden with no rings.

appeal' ns a sharp line separating ridges of dif
ferent elevations. These bands are separated
from each other and lue present. in the same
relative position on the scales of an individual
fish. They are roughly parallel to the margin
and may be traced around the entire sculptured
port.ion of the scale. Such a band is here de
fined as an age ring.

Other scale features provide additional criterilt
for recognition of an age ring. Under magnifi
cation, the first ring usually stands out in bold
relief on the posterior field, and by careful focus
ing, traces of additional rings may be apparent;
continuations of the rings may sometimes be
seen in the posterior field. Erosion of the scale
at or Ileltr u ring further enhances the character
of a ring (figs. 5-~1).

'0'
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N·S9

AUGUST 16
N-IOO

JULy 12

"'·98
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N'9:!

JULY 29
111·100
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FIGURE a.-Frequency distributions of scale-length meas
Ul'ements of juvenile Atlantic menhaden collected in
Indian Rivel', Delawal'e, in 1956.

had progressed to 78 millimeters. All of these
scales were devoid of any markings that might.
be interpreted as age rings (fig. 4), hence, the
latter must. be formed sometime after the first.
summer of life. Examination of many thO~l

sallds of juveniles collect.ed in other estuarine
nursery areas along the Atlantic coast. during
the summer months of 1!J55 and 1956 supports
this conclusion.

Recognition of u.ge rings on Atlantic men
haden scales wns based on recurrent interrup
tions of the uniformly spaced ridges in the
anterior field. Such nreaS of discontinuous and
irregular ridges form narrow, cont.inuous, light
bands which normally stand out in sharp con
trast to the bold, continuous, and reguhlr ridges
on either side. Occasionnlly, such It band mny
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FI<HTRE G.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with two rings.
The second ring is located just inside the margin.

FIGUJlE 7.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with three rings.

}t'WUlIE S.-Scale of Atlantic menharlen with foul' rings.

529219 0-60--2

IRREGULARITIES IN SCALE STRUCTURE

Several major irregularities in sca.le st.ructure
occasionally occur, and these may have affected
the accuracy of some of the llge determinations.
Most important. of these is the ()ccurrence of ac
cessory rings, which oftentimes resemble t.he de
tined' a.ge l:ing, but. differ in their searlike ap
pearance. Such rings usually are incomplete,
irregular in outline, and not parallel to the
margin. Ac(~essory rings frequently appear as
folds in t.he sculptured pattern, and the ridges
crossing such folds show a continuit.y and regu
1a.rity, rather than the discontinuit.y and irregu
larities of the defined age ring. Furthermore,
they usually occur at irregular intervals between
regularly spaced and clearly marked age rings
(fig. 10). Finally, .and most important., acees
sory rings rarely are present on all scales of an
individual fish.

Perha.ps the most common irregularity in At.
lantie menhaden seales oeeurs in the central area
of the anterior field where the distinct, regularly
spaced ridges are replaced with short, (liscon
tinuous scars. Such areas generally are granular
in appea.ranee, irregular in out1ine, .and highly
variable in relative size (fig. 11). Seales with
such areas were considered to be regenerated
lwd were not. used in the age determinations.

Occasionally, there appears to be a smaller
seale set off center in a larger sca.]e. The axes
of t.he two sca.1es are at different. angles. This
eondition is presumed to be the result of a
younger seale being disloellted and rotated
slightly in the scale pocket, since subsequent
scale growth is normal and along the proper
nxis (fig. 12).

Additionnl minor irregulnrities in structure
frequently occur in seales of older fish. These
include excessive erosion of the scale at or near
the location of an age ring (fig. 13) ; sears which
nre granular in appearaIH'e' a.ltd devoid of ridges;
sma']l, elear areas in the sculptured portion;
eonrse, radial fissures in the IUlterior field (fig.
14); and rough, granular ridges in the central
region of the IUlterior field. These minor de
feets, for the most pa.rt, do not cause any diffi
culty in determining the location of an age ring
and norma11y do not occur on all scales of an
individual.
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FIGURE 9.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with 10 rings.

FIGURE 10.-Scale of Atlantic menhaden with three age rings and se\'eral accessory, or false, rings.
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FIGURE n.-Scale showing a regenerated cenbral area.

FIGURE 12.-S('~le showing a rotated central area.

329
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FIGURE 13.-Scale showing erosion at the location of nn age ring.

FIGUIIE 14.-Scnle showing rndinl fiss\1I'es in the anterior field.
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FIGURE 16.-Combined monthly fl'equency distributions of
measmements of scale lengths to each ring, 1951 ring
class.
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ring appenrs on the scales. Fifthly, in each year
the distance from the last submn,rginal ring to
the edge of the scnle increnses through the sum
mer months, reaching a maximum width in the
fall. Finally, with the appearance of each new
ring, the mode of its frequency distribution is seen
to be homologous with t.hat of the murginal incre
ments in the latter months of t.he previous year,
indicating that n new ring is lnid down on the
seaIe sometime between late winter and late
spring.

Comparison of the combined monthly samples
representing each ring group in successive years
for the 5-year period (1952-56) is made in fig
ure 16. Except. for the first ring, the curves
show a remnrkably consistent pattern with re
spect to the location of each ring from year to
year.

Scnles assigned to the 1952 ring class first ap
penred in numbers in our samples as 2-ring
scales in HIM. A plot of their measurements,
ns 2- nnd 3-ring scales in 1954 and 1955, respec
tively, is shown in figure 17. The curves show
essentially the same features, both within and
between years, as previously described for the
1951 ring class. In general, the modes of the
frequency distributions representing the first and

FISHERY BULLETIN OF FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

SCALE GROWTH

Evidence bearing on the validity of the scale
method for determining the age of Atlantic
menhaden is furnished by sCllle measurements,
which were used to trace scale growth over a
period of years. One method of establishing the
vnlidity of seale readings involves the recon
struc.tion of the past growth history, based on
either a real or assumed relation between body
length and scale dimensions (Van Oosten 1929;
Whitney nnd Carlander, 1956). In this study,
however, we have used only the scale measure
ments. Our method yields the same results, but
in terms of scale length rather thn.Jl fish length.
Senles nrbitrarily assigned to ring-classes 1951
and 1952 were used for this purpose. Those
which showed 1 ring in 1952 were designated as
the 1951 ring class and those with 2 rings in
1954 were designnted as the 1952 ring class.
Growth of scales assigned to the 1951 ring class
was followed over a period of 5 yenrs (1952
through 1956) and of the 1952 ring class, over
n period of 2 years (1954 and 1955).

Mensurements of scales of the 1951 ring clnss
which showed from 1 through 5 rings in Flucces
sive yenrs were plotted in 5-mil1imeter size
clnsses ns monthly frequency distributions, com
mencing with .July 195.2 (fig. 15). Absence of a
commcrcinl fishery during the winter mont.hs
preduded adequate dn.ta during this period, hence,
months represented by fewer than 50 fish Were
excluded.

Examination of figure 15 revenls several strik
ing features in the curves, both wit.hin and be
tween yenrs. Most outstanding is the occurrence
of one or more dominant, homologous modes in
all of the monthly frequency distributiOlis. Sec
ondly, with the appearance of each additional
ring on the scales, the mode of its frequency dis
tribution is seen to persist in all subsequent
months. However, there is an increase in the
amount of overlap of the frequency curves repre
senting each additional ring. Thirdly, the curves
show an increase in the length 'of the scales with
the addition of each new ring. Fourthly, the
distance between the last two modes decreases
in each successive year, nnd the distance from the
last ring to the margin of the scale (dashed line)
diminishes from year to yenr as each additional

332

VALIDITY OF RINGS AS AGE INDICATORS
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FIGUR}; lS.-Combined monthl;\" fl'equency distributions of
measurements of scale lengths to each ring, 1952 rIng
class.

.3~363138l'lrol~~]B]Ml~~~l~~~~l2n2""~~

ME4.Sllf!EMEtns IN MILL.IMETERS AT 010.

DISCREPANCIES IN FREQUENCY CURVES OF
SCALE GROWTH

'While the foregoing discussion describes the
general felttUl'es of the frequency curves for each
ring class, it is obvious that slight irregularities
and discrepaneies occur, both within and between
ea<:h ring ell1ss. Chief nmong them is the failure
within a ring class of homologous modes to oc
cur in exactly the same position each month.
This is particularly evident in the distance to
the first ring. Frequeneies of scale measure
ments to the first ring in the 1951 ring class
(fig. 15). show a dominnnt mode at 108 milli
meters in .July which recedes to 93 millimeters
in September and October. Comparison of the
monthly menns (tnble 1) indicated that these
seales could not hnve been drnwn from a homo
gemious populntion ns determined from measure
ments of the distnnce to the first ring (F = 7.86;
P 0.01 = ea. 3.80). A further appnrent decrease
in the first year~s scnle growth mny be seen in
1953 when the dominnnt mode receded from 88
millimeters in June to 78 millimeters in August
and September. In subsequent yenrs it shifted
slightly in certain months, but remained rela
tively stable nt. about 73 millimeters. Further
more, in 1953, when two rings were· present on
the seales, the mode of the frequency distribu
tions representing the distance to the second
ring nppenred at 148 millimeters in June and
.July; however, by September it receded to 143
millimeters nnd thereafter continued to vary be.
tween 138 and 143 millimeters. Some variability
also was evident in the frequency curves in sub
sequent yenrs.
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MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETERS AT 40X

second rings persist throughout; with the addi
tion of the third ring, the mode of its frequeney
distribution persists thereafter; there is an in
Cl'ense in the length of the sCltles, both between
months and betw~en years; and the width of the
submnrginnl zone increases during the summer
in both yeltrs. The combined monthly dntll rep
resenting the 1952 ring class in each year (1954
55) are shown in figure 18. Again, the curves
show a fnirly consistent pattern between years
in the location of the first two rings.

FIGURE l7.-Monthly frequency distributions of meaSUl'e
ments of scale lengths to each ring and to the edge of
the scnle, 1952 ring class,
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A further source of bias lies in the fact that the
Imlk of our data were from fish selectively caught
by purse seines. Hence, the observed p~ogress of
sC:lle growth in successive months, and m succes
sive veal'S may not hnve relwesented that of the... , ..'
population at large. Furthermore, comparisons
between certain months were based on fish caught
by purse seines and those taken by other gear
a;\(l, thPI'efOl'e, may not have represented similnr
grou ps of fish.
- Aside £l'om these considerations, the variability
in the position of homologous modes between
months within each ring class is believed to be
due larcrely to the movement or fish through ne .
,riven localitv durin')' the fishing season. Based
~ .1 eo

~n the results of our coastwise sampling of the
purse-seine catches over the past ;~ years (11)55
through lU5i), the size of fish caught in a, given
localit~y, in general, was found to remain rela
tivelv . const:~~lt 01' even to decrease throughout
the ~ummer; and the fish which contributed to
the late sum'mer fishery often were younger than
those (~Oml)]'ising the early summer fishery.
Furthermore, fish of the same age caught. in a
,)'iven localitv in ')'eneral, were found to be pro-
~ ... ' b

gressively smaller as the season advanced. An
example is afforded from the summer catehes
landed at Beaufort, N.C., in 11)55 (fig. 20). These
findings would obtain only if the larger and older
fish either were subject to n higher mortality rate,
or emigrated and were continunlly being replaced
by smaller and younger recruits. Before 11)5fl
our sampling did not cover ,the range of any age
group in the fishery and samples taken at. the

1.12
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462

98.3

250

106,9

112

112.4

Total. _
----------------l'vIe'll1 _

A slight downward'shift in the location of the
modes representing the first and second yea-r's
seale growth of the lfl[)2 ring class also is evident
over the period represented (fig. 17). In most
months there is also a suggestion of a secondary
mode at approximately 8;~ millimeters in the first
year's scale growth.

Comparison of the modes representing the eom
bined monthly samples for eaeh ring class (figs.
16 and 18) shows that scales of the 11)52 ring
class exhibited a faster gl'owth rate than those as
sicrned to rilll!-class I!)t,l. As 2-ring seales in
1f~4, the dominant mode of the first year~s scale
growth of the }f152 ring class is located :tt)18
l;lillimeters and that of the second year's growth
at roughly 17;~ millimeters. In contrast, the mode
of the first year's scale growth for the }f1:H ring
class (of comparable age in 11):')2) is loeated at
83 millimeters and t.hat of the second at 148
millimeters. Comparative growth of these t.wo
ring classes, as 3-ring scales, is demonstrated
graphically in figure HI. Except for the slower
growth exhibited by the 11)!H ring class (solid
line), the two curves are almost identical. These
findings lend further confidence to the accuracy
of our scale readings, for in addition to the
number of rings present on the scales, those as
signed to a given ring class exhibited a persistent
growth pattern which distinguished them fron1
an adjncent ring class.

Some of the discrepancies noted in the fre
({uency curves may be attributable to the small
numbers of fish represented in certain months.
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MARGINAL SCALE GROWTH

Recognition of anewly formed age ring on the
scales was based on the appearance of a narrow,
clear ham] on t11e edge of the sculptured, nnterior
field. It is discernible earliest in the lateral areas
adjacent to, and outslde, a relatively wide, darker
zone of regularly spaced ridges. It later becomes
apparent anteriorly and, at this stage, may be
tmeed around the entire sculptured portion of
the scale.

To determine the time of year during which
new rings formed on the scales, measurements of
the projected scale image of the new growth zone,
i.e., the distance from the last submarginal ring
to the edge of the scale, were recorded when they
approxim-ated or excee(led 0.5 millimeter. Mea;
urements of marginal increments were tabulated
for eaeh month for which data were available
over a 5-year period, 19:')2 through 19M, for
scales of the HI:'H ring dass and over a 2-year
period, 1954 and HI55, for the 195~ ring class.
Percentage freqnency distributions of marginal
increments, by 3-millimeter size classes, are shown
in figure ~l.

Scales assigned to ring-class 1951 were first
obtained in bte .June 1952 (scales with 1 ring).
It. may be seen in figure 21 that they showed
rnther wide marginal growth zones which pro
gressively increased in widt.h through October.

represented in our summer samples. Also, fishing
adivit.ies of the purse-seiue fleet in southern New
England waters shifted markedly throughout the
1955 season, ranging from Long Island Sound to
Massachusetts Bay. Thus, when fishing concen
truted for a time in Long Island Sound, larger
fish of the 1951 ring class which occurred in Cape
Cod waters may not have 'been well represented
in our samples. Our data, therefore, cannot be
assumed to re.preSPnt. c(;nnpletely the. growth of
the scales of fish of the 1951 ring class over its
entire range.

A further apparent discrepancy noted in the
curves was that a number of the distributions
appear to be bimodal, especially those of the first
year's scale growth in fish of the 1952 ring class.
It might be tha.t. the two size groups suggested
in the first year's scale growth represent fish be
longing to different subpopulations (.June 1958)
or growth differences resulting from differentia,]
spa,wning.
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FlGlTllE 20.-Age and length composition of the summer
purse-seine catch at Beaufol·t, N. C., 1955.
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several locations were comprised of successively
smaller fish as the season advanced. This was
especially the case in 195~ and 1953 when most.
of our samples were obtained from purse-seine
catches landed at Lewes, Del. ",Vhen fish assigned
to the 1951 ring class began to decline in the
catches at Lewes in midsummer of 1954 sall1!llinO', l:>

was extended northward to Port Monmouth,
N.J., and Amagansett., N.Y., where t.his ring class
dominated the clttches.

The location of fishing also shifts frequently
during the purse-seine season, depending on the
avai1:lbility of fish; hence, our samples may not
have been truly represeutative of a given ring
class over its entire range of distribution. As
an example, the 1951 ring class was known to
range from northern New Jersey to the northern
Gulf of Maine during the summer of 1955. Al
though purse-seine fishing for Atlantic menhaden
occurred no farther north than Casco Bay, :Maine,
that year, a few samples of this ring chlss were
obt.ained from cat.ches taken illcidentally by weirs
as far north as the Bay of Fundy. The northern
most fish of this group, t.herefore, were not well
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FIGUltE 21.-Monthly frequency distributions of marginal increments of scales assigned to ring-classes 1951 find H152.
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In 1953, as 2-ring scales, the marginal zones
were narrowest. in .Tune and again reached a
mnximum width in October. Of the scales col
lected in March, April, and May, 1954, some
showed narrow 'marginal growth zones, but., in
addition, scales with wide zones, evident the
previous fall, also were present. In April and
May the percentage of narrow ma-rgins increased,
while the percentage of wide margins gradually
diminished. By .Tune only narrow ma.rginal in
crements were evident, indicating that the third
ring hnd formed on all scales, and it oecurred
at least 0.5 millimeter inside the margin. The
new growth zones gradually increased In width
as the summer progressed, reaching a maximum
by September. An almost identical pattern of
marginal growth is observed in 1955 when both
narrow and wide growth zones were represented
on the scales obtained in April. The percenta.ge
of narrow marginal growth zones again in
crea"sed until .Tune, and the modes of their fre
quency distributions advanced to a ma.ximum in
October. In April 1D56 the 'mode of the fre
quency distribution was nearly identical with
that. of the previous December; it persisted
through May, remained prominent in .June, and
was still evident in .Tuly. By August, howe\'er,
only scales with narrow marginal growth zones
were evident in the collections. This modn1 size
class reached a maximum of only 5 millimeters
by September, indicating that. by the time t.he
scnles assigned to the 1951 ring class showed 5
rings, marginal sca1e growth was greatly re
duced.

An attempt. to follow similarly the growth of
scales of this ring class through l!.l57 (as 6-ring
scales) was abandoned when it was found that our
grouping of marginal increments by 3-millimeter
size classes was too large to show any prominent
shift. in modal size groups through the season.
The average marginal growth by September
amounted to only about :~ millimet.ers.

Except for a few scattered snmples, scales as
signed to ring-clnss 1952 first appeared in our
collections in April 1954. At that time, they
showed 2 rings with narrow marginal increments
(shown by the dnshed line in fig. 21). The new
growth 7.one increased in width through the sum
mer and reached a maximum in October. In
1955 the first. scnles of this ring class were ob-

tnined in June. The marginnl increments were
narrowest at that time and gradually increased
in width until October.

Although growth from the last submarginal
ring to the edge of the scale occurred over an
undetermined period of time before it could be
measured nml recorded, the foregoing findings
show conclusively that (1) marginal scale growth
was greatest during the warm months of the year,
(2) the new ring was appa.rent earlier on the
scales with fewer rings, and (3) formation of a
ring occurred once each year and, therefore, must
correspond in number with years of life. The
data presented in figure 21 further indicate that
the new ring was first evident on scales showing
from 1 to 4 rings sometime between March and
May and somewhat later on scales showing 5
rmgs. .

The protracted period during which ring for
mation takes place, particularly in older fish,
makes it difficult, or even impossible, to determine
whether the marginal growth of the scale in some
individuals represents a small, but complete, sea
son's growth of the previous year, or excep
tionally rapid growth mnde during the current
season. The grentest difficulty, of course, occurs
wit.h scale samples obtained in May and June.
It. is of interest to note thnJ scales of older fish
(more than 5 rings) collected in 1955 and 1956
showed the appearance of a submargina1 ring
commencing in May, and in all age groups, ring
forlllU-t.ion was completed by late July. The
tendency for apparently earlier ring formation in
the younger age groups has been reported by other
investigntors (Hile 1941; Hodgson 1(24); how
ever, it must. be recognized that scale growth is
much slower in older fish, t.herefore, the new
ring may not become visible until la.ter in the
season even though it may have been laid down at
the snme t.ime liS in previous years,

Becnuse of the protracted period of ring forma
tion in Atlantic menhnden, it· becomes necessnry
in age analysis to choose some arbitrary date on
which a fish is held to pass from one age group
into the next. Based on the developmental stages
of the gonads nnd the distribution of near-ripe
fish in the cntches, Higham (Ms.)1 has demon-

1 Joseph R. Higham. 1\18. Observations on the sexual matu
ration and spawning of Atlantic menhaden bused on ova di
ameter measurements. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Bio
logical Laboratory, Beaufort, North Carolina. 1959.
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are of particular interest. Normnlly, the season
in the southern wnters (Benufort, N.C.., to
Fernandina B~ach, Fla.) begins about. the first
week in May nnd is based ltlmost e.xclusively on
the younger age groups, 1- and 2-ring fish pre
dominantly. In C.hesapeake Bay and middle At
lnntic wllters, the fishery nOl'llmlly gets under
way during the last week in Mny. The Chesa
peake Bny catch is comprised mostly of 1- and
2-ring fish, whereas 2- and :3-ring fish constitute
the bulk of the middle Atlantic. catch. In waters
north of Lon!! Island, fishing generally begins
sometime in .T~me and is based predominantly on
older age groups.

J!'IGU1!E 22.-Frequencr distributions of mat'ginal incre
ments in scales ft'om fish captured in 1955 and as
signed to reat'-classes 1952 tht'ough 1954. from different
localities along the Atlantic coast,

LOCAL DIFFERENCES IN MARGINAL
SCALE GROWTH

To determine whether differe,nces in the time of
ring formation were indicated in various localities
along the At.lantie coast, comparisons were made
of marginal increments of scales from fish cap
hIred in May and .June 1955 and assigned to the
1954, 1953, and "1952 year classes (1, 2, and :3
rings). Scale data are plotted in figure 22. Over
the geographical range of each of these year
classes represented in the commercial fishery, ring
formntion was completed sometime prior to May,
except for a, few individuals of the 1952 year
class. .Tudging from the relative widths of the
new growth zones, ring formation in euch year
class occurred earliest in southern waters and
progressively luter further northward. Since the
scales were read without knowledge of the lo
cality from which they came, these findings sup
port the eonclusion that rings are not formed
sporadicall)', but uppear during the spring
months. New scale growth varied considerably
among individuals, especially in the younger age
groups, and this variability is greatest in those
fish occurring in southern coastal waters.

Since the menhaden purse-seine fishery com
mences at varying times and is dependent on
different age groups in the different localities
along the Atlantic eoast, the foregoing findings

strated that the bulk of spawning occurs from
late fall nnt.il lnte spring. Accordingly, it seems
reaSOlHlble to choose .Jamutry 1 as the date of
transitioll to the next higher age group. This
practice requires that. a virtual ring be credited
to the edge of the seale from the beginning of the
calendar year through the time of new ring for
mation. Hing classes, hereinafter referred to as
year classes, therefore, may be designated accord
ing to the calendar year in which spring spawn
ing takes place. Thus a fish caught in February
1955, showing 1 ring and a wide margillltl growth
zone on its scales would be designated as age 2
and assigned to year-class 1953; and since it could
have been hatched any time between roughly
November 1952 and .June HIM, it. may be from
20 to 27 months old at the time of capture.

This method of assigning fish to age groups
lmd year classes hus been incorpornted into the
routine age analysis of menha,den scale readings.
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TABLE 3.-Number. of disagreements in two -independent
readings of 1955 scale samples rf.solt'ed ill joint readings,
'according to nu mber of rings

1)01

Original
disagreements

rE"solvetl in
joint

"ealUngs

422 i
923 34

2.934 80
1.999 113
3.543 165

654 146
229 42
64 10
15 1
5 1
2 296 _

10.886

Nnmber
01 se,des

pxamilu'l.1
Number 01 "(ngs

in the interpretation of marginal growth on the
scales accounted for a small percentage of the
tota I (8.1 percent). The bulk of the remaining
disagreements involved the location and number
of rings (:39.5 percent), and errors in measure
ments comprised about 1 percent of the dis
agreements.

A summary of the original disagreements, ac
cording to the number of rings, which were en
countered in J'eading the 1955 scale samples and
resolved in the joint re.adings, is presented in
table 3. Application of a chi-square test to the
data leads to the eonclusion that the different age
groups did not contribute equally to the disagree
ment.s (a!2 = 50.26; P < 0.0(1). Examination.
of the data indicated that the disn,greements were
proportionately higher in the older fish. Further
consideration of the disagreements in the last five
nge groups indicated that- more than 97 perc.e.nt.
involved a choice of two adjaclint rings, or un
certainty of the existence of only one of the rings.
The remainder involved uncertainty ilS to the
presence of more than one ring.

From the results of final disposition in the
joint readings (last column, ta.ble 2), only a small

0 . . _
1 . . _
2 __ . . _. ... _
3 . .. __
4 _
5 . _
6 . ... . _
7 .• .. __ . _. _. _. _. _
8 _
9 . . . _
10 . . _. _
I1legible . _

1----1----TotaL __ . ... .

AGREEMENT IN PARALLEL READINGS

It was noted ea.rlier (p. 324) that two independ
ent readings were made on all scale samples in
the collections. A tabulation of these results
indicated a high percentage of agreement between
the two readings in the different years, varying
between 90.2 lmd 95.9 percent (t.able ~). The
major portion of the disagreements for all years
involved the first ring (51.3 percent). Differences

The data presented in figure 22 indicate that
ring formation in the first three age groups was
completed at the onset of the 1955 purse-seine
season in all localities. In older age groups, ring
formation was completed in most individuals by
the time the purse-seine fishery got under way
in the northern waters in June. It was shown
(p. 337 and fig. ~1) that in 1955 the appearance.
of the new ring on scales of fish of the. 1951 year
class (4 rings) was complet.ed in all individuals
by .June; however, by mid-May ring format.ion
was completed in about 70 percent of the scales
examined. Of the renmining fish with wide mar
ginal zones on the scales in May, every individual
showed the new ring forming, but since new
growth was less than 0.5 millimeter of the pro
jected scale image, it was not recorded in our
measurements. In 1956 only a· small percentage
of the fish assigned to the 1951 year class had
laid down a complete ring on scales in April and
Mayas shown by the wide marginal growth zones
(fig. 21). Although both narrow and wide in
crements were represented in our data in .June
and .July, 56 percent of the scales examined in
.June and 86 percent of those in .July showed
the new ring completely formed. New scale
growth was apparent on all scales examined in
.July, even though it was less than 0.5 millimeter
on some of the scales and, there.fore, was not
recorded.

TABLE 2.-A(lrument -in age read-ings of A.tlantic menhaden scoles coU,'efed from 19.52 thrQugh 1955

Independent r~adjngs Joint readings Final disposition

Number
Y"ar 01 seales Agreement Disagreement Agreement Dis'll(reeme.nt Agreement Illegible

examined -------
Numher Percent Number P(~rc('nt. Number Per("(-'nt Numb"r Percent Number Percent Numb"r Percent·
-------------------------------------

1952______________ l. fllj2 I, 5i5 94.8 8i 5.2 6, 77. 20 23.0 I. 64~ 98.8 20 I,
1953______________ 1.585 I, 4~9 90.2 151l . 9.8 140 89. 16 10.3 J. 569 99.0 16 1.1954______________

4.~2 4.050 9ii.9 172 4.1 80 41>- 9"1 ii3.5 4.130 9i.8 92 2.19M______________ , 10.886 10.189 93.6 69i 6.4 601 86. 96 13.8 10. i911 99.1 96 O.

I Includes approximate!)· twu-thirds of the 1955 dat".
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SUMMARY

FIGURE ::!3.-Frequency distl'lbutions of scale measure
ments on 64 fish removed from a rearing pond at Beau
fOl"t, N. C.. at the E"nd of 14 months impoundment.

1. Scales for ascertaining the validity of rings
as a.ge indicators were obtained from 13,510 ju
venile and adult Atlantic menhaden taken in gill-,
pound-, n-nd fyke-net, purse-seine, and beach-seine
catches. From 1952 through 1954, sc.aIe samples
were obtained along the middle Atlantic coaRt. of
the United States. In 1955 scales were collected
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1956, when 20 of 54 specimens examined showed
either a complete ring just inside the margin of
the scale or traces of the new ring being formed
in the lateral fields. On April 19 an additional
72 specimens were removed and all but 18 in
dividuals showed a completely formed ring; how
evE"l', an incomplete ring was discernible on all
scales of the group. A sample was taken on
May ~, and formation of the first ring on the
scales had been completed in all specimens.

Scale measurements made on the 64 specimens
removed at .the end of the impoundment period
are shown in figure ~3. "Vithout exception, only
1 ring was present on the scales. A single mode
occurs in the length frequencies of the first year's
scale growth, followed by a single mode in the
curve representing scale growth in the second
year of life.

These results show that only one ring was
formed on the scales of Atlantic menhaden im
pounded over a, l!-month period and that it is a
reliable age marIe This experiment further dem
onstrated that the onset of ring formation on the
scales varies among individuals, but is completed
between Ma.rch and May.

SCALES FROM FISH OF KNOWN AGE

Final evidence of the validity of scale rings
as age indicators in Atlantic menhaden is fur
nished from fish of the 1955 yea.r class reared
at the U.S. Fishery Laboratory, Beaufort, N.C.
Material for this study was collected in the Neuse
River, North Ca.rolina., on .July 15 and ~2, 1955.
The fish were obtained with a· beach seine and
transported in a live car to an outdoor ren-ring
pond. About 500 individuals, ranging from 74
to 93 millimeters in length, were transplanted
successfully. Natural food was introduced con
tinuously into the rearing pond by means of a
circulating system which pumped water from the
adjacent sound. Heavy predation by wintering
herring gulls resulted in a high mortality during
December 1955 and .January HI56, and by the
end of the winter the original number had been
reduced by more than one-haH. The pond was
drained !-Ulcl the remaining 64 fish Wel'e removed
on September ~7, 1956, after 14 months of con
finement.

Samples of fish were preserved at the time of
transplantation and periodically throughout the
rearing period. Scales were removed from all
preserved specimens and examined for growth
characteristics. None of the scales showed any
indication of ring formation before Ma·rch 18,

percentage of the total number of scales in each
year was rejected as illegible. The higher per
centage in 1954 was due largely to the discarding
of scales in which mold formation obscured the
sculptured pattern in the central portion of the
anterior field. In 1955, scales were stored in a
dehumidified room, and loss of mate.rial from
this cause was precluded.

Although the number of errors represent.ed in
the final determinations is difficult to measure, the
high percentage of agreement in the two inde
pendent readings indicates that recognition of the
number and location of the defined age rings
must have been based on similar, objective cri
teria. To minimize reading errors, we routinely
have continued the practice of two independent
readings of all scale samples, followed by a joint
reading of those scales on which there is dis
agreement.
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over the runge of the commercial fishery from
·Portland, Me., to Fernandina Beach, Fla.

2. Scales of menhaden may be differentiated
from those of most other herringlike fishes by the
serrate or pectinate posterior margin. The an
teIior field is sculptured with ridges running
more or less parallel to the anterior margin.

3. Scales were examined and measurements
made of the distances from the proximate center
of the base of the sculptured field to each ring
and to the margin of the scale with an Eberbach
.projector at It magnification of 40 X. All scales
were read at least twice, and differences in the
independent readings either were reconciled or
the scales discarded.

4. Age rings were identified by the interrup
tions of the ridges in the sculptured field. Such
areas of discontinuous ridges form light bands
which are parallel to the margin and occur in
the same relative position on all except regen
erated or damaged scales of an individual fish.

5. The principal argument for the validity of
rings as age indicators was based on scale meas
urements, which were used to truce the growth
of the scales over a period of years. Measure
ments of scales from fish arbitrnrily assigned to
the 1951 and 1952 ring classes demonstrated the
occurrence of one or more homologous, dominant
modes in monthly frequency distributions. The
data further showed that (a) each new ring on
the scales persisted in the same relative position
in which it appeared, (b) the" scales increased in
length with the number of rings, (c) the dis
tance between the last two adjacent ring modes
decreased with age, (d) the distnnce between the
last submarginal ring and the margin of the
scale increased through the warm months of the
year, reaching a maximum in fall, and (e) the
modes of the frequency distributions representing
newly formed rings were homologous with those
of marginal scale growth in the latter months of
the previous year.

6. The major discrepancies in the frequency
distributions of measurements of scale lengths
were (a) fnilure within a ring clnss of homologous
modes to occur in the same position each month,
and (b) a downward shift of modes representing
the first nnd second year's seale growth, both
within and between yenrs. These discrepancies

were ascribed primarily to inadequate sampling.
Different growth rates were demonstrated in scales
assigned to two differeilt ring classes.

7. Based on the increase in width of the new
growth zone (between the last submarginal ring
and the edge cf the seale), it. was demonstrated
that (a.) new seale growth occurred during the
warm mont.hs of the year, (b) a new ring is
apparent earlier in younger fish, and (c) ring
formation occurred only once each year, between
March and May.

8. Differences in the amount of new seale
growth were found in several geographieal lo
calities along the Atlant.ic coast. In general, ring
format.ion wns found to occur earliest in southern
waters and progressively later farther northward.

9. Comparison of independent interpretation of
scal~s by two readers showed a high percentage
of agreement. Of the few disagreements, most
involved the first ring. Disagreements were also
higher among sea.les from- fish in the older age
groups.

10. A further verification of the validity of
scale rings as a record of age was based on fish
impounded over a period of 14 mont.hs. Results
Rhowed that. only one ring appeared on the scales
during t.his period, nnd it was formed sometime
between March and May.
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